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Do your dining facilities present your school to its 
best advantage?

After 17 years of creating stunning bespoke dining
rooms for thousands of the nation’s schools, we are
certain of three things:

1. Successful, cost effective school dining is about
creating the type of place we would all want to go
and eat at – it must bring the best of the high
street to your students.

2. Every school is completely different – no two have
the same circumstances, challenges,
environments or conditions.

3. For schools, time and budget are resources in
very short supply.

In line with our ethos of providing a complete
catering solutions service, we set our talented
designers the challenging task of assisting schools to
provide the first, while taking full account of the
second and third.

Welcome To Smart Dining

Elygra
Branding Your Dining Spaces

Redefining What Is Possible

Elygra are pleased to announce, for the first time ever, two spectacular ‘off the shelf’ brands, both designed
to complement any environment or setting and each containing a series of ‘ingredients’ that your school
can mix n match to create a welcoming, user-friendly dining facility that students will be keen to use on a
daily basis.

Modern Rustic, this design will emphasise your school’s use of local produce and subtly
encourage your students to make healthy choices at lunchtime.

Deceptively simple, this Contemporary, Stripped-back scheme is designed specifically to
appeal to the teenage market and to reflect their experiences on the high street.

Creating the Perfect Recipe for Your Dining Room has Never been Easier!

1. Choose your ingredients.

2. Choose your design finishes.

3. Agree the measuring up and installation dates with us.

4.   Job done!

Smart Dining
The Complete Dining Room Solution You’ve Been Waiting For

Design it this way...

... or that way!

With prices starting from just £800, you can look forward
to recouping your investment within the financial year.

New! As part of our improved customer care package, we can now manage

every step of the process – from measuring-up through to final installation.



Solutions
Using Our Off The Shelf Branding

Printed Menu – Make it easy for your customers to say
yes by making sure your written menu both
complements your scheme and is as visually appealing
as possible. Provided in electronic format so that you
can edit both headings and text as often as you need.
Suitable for printing in A4 and A5 formats. Portrait and
landscape options available.

Wall-mounted menu boards – Eye catching. Allows
for menus to be quickly and easily changed. Can
accommodate between 1 – 5 frames. Frames can be
presented in portrait, landscape or a mixture of both.

Queuing Barriers – In addition to controlling queues,
can be used as room dividers – ideal for breaking up
large spaces or creating premium dining areas.

Over and Under Counters – Making a real focal point
of the service counter is the starting point for most
schemes. All made to measure.

Wall Vinyls – Durable and easy to wipe clean, our
vinyls offer a quick and easy way of creating instant
impact while disguising ugly wall space. Can
accommodate walls of any size and can be adapted to
feature your aspirational messages.

Clock – A nice finishing touch for your new branding
scheme.

Wall Protectors – A great way
to shield walls from scuffs and
marks. Easily wiped-clean, our
protectors are a great way to
add style and cohesiveness to
your dining room. Panels can
be cut to any length.

Window Art – Make a feature of
your windows with this smart
‘etched-effect’ finish. Design can
be expanded to continue to let in
the light while completely hiding
unattractive views.

Hanging Signage – Ideal where
wall space is at a premium. Great for introducing a bit
of ‘high street-style’.

Service Trolley Panels – No fixed counter? No
problem! Our stylish panelling can be used to create
cohesiveness among mis-matched trolleys. Magnetic
versions available. Can be fitted in seconds. Allows you
to ‘ring in the changes’ quickly and easily.

Open-belly posters – Great for adding details of your
forthcoming promotions and events. Provided in
electronic format for you to print as needed. Portrait and
landscape versions available.

Art galleries/notice boards – Don’t let staff and
students devalue your new scheme by randomly
sticking information notices and paperwork across your
design. Our galleries package such materials in a
contained, eye-catching fashion so that they contribute
to rather than detract from the overall appeal of your
scheme. Can also be used to display student artwork.
Unlimited dimensions and frame combinations
available.

Free-standing menu boards – All the advantages of
the wall-mounted version – but no wall space needed!
Easily moved, yet robust and completely fit for purpose,
bespoke versions of these boards already stand in
hundreds of schools across the country.

You have a whole host of pre-designed ‘ingredients’
to choose from. The beauty of these is that they can
be customised to suit your individual site or service.

Want something more bespoke? 

Contact us on 01244 399900 to find out how we can
bring your ideas to life.

Printed Menu Wall-mounted menu boards

Free-standing menu boardsArt galleries/notice board

Queuing Barriers

Wall Vinyls Clock Wall Protectors Window Art

Open-belly posters

Over and Under Counters

Hanging Signage

Service Trolley Panels

Our talented
consultants will
work with you to
identify the
optimum
ingredient mix for
your school.

Our fantastic
brands work
equally well in
single or multi-use
dining rooms



Sub Brands
Making It Easy For Students To Say Yes To School Meals

Make Your Dining Room Even More Appealing

Design it this way...

... or that way!

Increase your meal
numbers by making
your students feel like
valued customers.

Adopting Smart
Dining at your
school gives you
automatic access to
a range of exciting
sub brands.

These can be used to create
bespoke service points that
reflect your specific menu
provision and provide
direction for your customers.
Furthermore, as illustrated in
the photos opposite, use of
each sub-brand’s accent
colour can be expanded to
provide you with even more
design options.

Design it this way...

... or that way!



To find out how

could work at your

school contact us on

01244 399900 for a

friendly, no obligation chat.
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Why Smart Dining is the Right Fit for Your School
u Improves both the look and efficiency of your dining room. Delivers a dining facility your school will be proud of.

u By creating an appealing environment that your students will want to use (and spend in!) time and time again,
it can help to increase both turnover and profitability.

u Encourages positive student behaviours at lunch time.

u Suitable for any dining environment/ complements any existing colour scheme.

u Mix and match to create your own bespoke scheme.

u Free advisory service to guarantee you achieve the best scheme for your school.

u No Design Costs. Full colour visuals and presenters.

u Quick turnaround.

u DBS - certified fitters.

u No fuss. Minimum disruption – most schemes fitted in one working day!

u Access to 13 superb sub brands.

u New products constantly coming on line.

u Your school logo can easily be added.

*Measuring up provided free of charge for all completed schemes.

Complete Service
“From measuring* up to installation, we take all the pain away.”

Making your students feel like valued customers


